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Pests in this issue:

Pheno Forecasts for target pests

Asian longhorned beetle
Emerald ash borer
European gypsy moth
Huanglongbing
Oak wilt
Spotted lanternfly

Hey First Detectors, want a heads up when to start looking for pests in your
area? The USA National Phenology Networks (USA-NPN) makes available
“Pheno Forecast” maps that predict key life cycle stages of several First
Detector target pests, Asian longhorned beetle, emerald ash borer, European
gypsy moth, and hemlock woolly adelgid. These forecast maps indicate, for a
specified day, the status of the insect’s life-cycle stage in real time across the
contiguous United States.

Erin Posthumus, USA National Phenology Network

continued on page 2...

Feature pest:
hemlock woolly adelgid
PLANT FACT

Plant pests are responsible for losses of up to 40% of
food crops globally, and for trade losses in agricultural
products worth over USD 220 billion each year.

New First Detector posters

for the International Year of Plant Health
(IYPH) help raise awareness about the
importance of plants and keeping them
healthy. Four unique designs (Protecting
our Forests, shown left) are available
to download and print from the FD
resources page, under outreach.
Print, post and share to help spread the
word about #IYPH2020 and ways people
can get involved to protect plants!
Posters measure 11" x 17". See page 6 for
other designs.

www.firstdetector.org
reporting tools • pest profiles • e-learning courses
educator resources • identification guides

Protecting our Forests IYPH poster.
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Emerald ash borer 6-day Pheno Forecast map.

Pheno Forecasts are based on published growing degree
day (GDD) thresholds for key points in species life cycles.
These key points typically represent life cycle stages when
management actions are most effective.
You can receive advance warning of actionable activity
for your pest of interest. You will be notified by email
approximately two weeks, and again six days, before the
predicted life cycle stage is reached at your location. Sign
up to receive notifications for any or all of the pest maps
at https://goo.gl/9JUhno. Maps are also available via the

USA-NPN visualization tool (www.usanpn.org/data/
visualizations) and the USA-NPN website (www.usanpn.
org/data/forecasts).
About USA-NPN
The USA National Phenology Network is a national-scale
consortium of individuals and organizations that collects,
stores, and shares phenological data, value-added data
products, and information to advance science and to support
natural resource decision-making across a variety of spatial
and temporal scales.

DIRECTOR'S NOTE
I am happy to release issue 2 of the FD scouting report. This was a difficult issue to compile given the upheaval from
COVID-19—school closings, event cancellations, and social distancing recommendations. However, I was reminded
just how important plants are to our overall wellbeing, and how much I love working to protect them. With regard to
mental health, there is evidence now that being in nature reduces stress and anxiety levels. I could use some extra help
with this right now, so I am making a concerted effort to be outdoors every day to just be, and observe.
While practicing social distancing, if you are able to get outside, I encourage you to do so! Walk or sit in a park. Hike
in the woods. Take time each day (20 minutes or more is recommended) to be around plants and trees. Observe and
appreciate the changes that come with spring—hello phenology! If you are not able to get outside, try one of Google
Earth's national park virtual tours. Even now, there is so much wonder and beauty out there to be observed.
									Take care and be well,

Rachel

www.firstdetector.org
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pest profile
If a healthy plant suddenly undergoes unusual damage or decline,
it could indicate the presence of an invasive pest or pathogen.

Hemlock Woolly
Adelgid Adelges tsugae
Hemlock woolly adelgid (HWA) is a tiny invasive insect causing widespread
decline and death to hemlocks in the eastern US. This tiny, aphid-like insect
attaches to the base of needles where it remains and feeds. Trees die in 3–10
years depending on the tree’s location and overall health.
Hemlocks are a foundation species of eastern forests, where they anchor
steep slopes, keep streams cool, regulate water fluctuations across seasons,
promote diverse fish assemblages, and create a unique environment for many
other species of plant and animal life.

A

Photo: (A) W. M. Ciesla, Forest Health Management International, bugwood.org

Hosts

HWA develops and reproduces on
all species of hemlock (Tsuga spp.).
Western species are more tolerant whereas eastern
hemlock (B) and Carolina hemlock are extremely vulnerable
when attacked.

B

Hemlocks are popular landscape plants with over 280
cultivars including many weeping and prostrate forms.

Symptoms

are easiest to observe when
infestations are high.

• dull or greyish foliage (A)

• unseasonal needle drop and thinning foliage (A)

C

• no spring buds

D

Signs

The best way to indentify HWA is by
finding the insect itself! Adults conceal
themselves and lay eggs within white, woolly balls (C, D,
E) that are easiest to observe when infestations are high.
Crawlers (E) and nymphs (F) may be seen with the help of
a hand lens.
See Scouting Guide on the back for seasonal timing.

E

www.firstdetector.org
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scouting guide
While you can monitor hemlocks for HWA throughout
the year, this scouting guide can help you find specific life
stages at different times of the year.

get involved
1. see where it is
Explore EDDMapS HWA distribution map to
see community reported data points of hemlock
woolly adelgid.

Suggested equipment: hand lens

Late spring — early fall
HWA are dormant and not actively feeding. Check
hemlock twigs for tiny (about the size of sesame seeds)
black adelgids with a white halo around them (G). This
nymphal stage does not move and will be located on twigs
at the base of needles.

2. get scouting alerts
Sign up for HWA pheno forecast to get notified
when to monitor for HWA in your location.

3. monitor and report

You many also find “wool” left behind
from last season (not pictured).

HWA is not federally regulated but you can
help slow the spread of this invasive pest when
you monitor and report its presence. Use our
First Detector form to report data through
EDDMapS.

4. join a community group

G
Late fall — early spring
This is when HWA is most visible because they are actively
producing the characteristic “wool”. Look for these white,
woolly sacs (H) at the base of needles along twigs.

There are many citizen science groups working
to conserve hemlocks and the ecosystems that
depend on them. If you live near or in an area
battling HWA, contact your local extension
office to learn if there is a program in your
community.

5. don’t move plants!
HWA spreads by natural means at a rate of
approximately 10 miles/year. Help slow the
spread of HWA by not moving plants or plant
parts that could be infested.

additional resources
More information, photos and partner links are
available on the First Detector HWA page.
Download and print a pocket-sized scouting card
from our pest identification page.

H
Scouting tip: birds spread HWA crawlers around before
crawlers attach to twigs so infestations may be heavier on the
side of the tree closest to water.
Photos: (B) markapgar, pixabay.com; (C, F, H) D. Dailey O’Brien, Cornell University;
(D) B. Watt, bugwood; (E) L. Graney, Bartlett Tree Experts, bugwood; (G) A. Lamb,
Virginia Tech, bugwood; (G inset) K. Oten, North Carolina Forest Service, bugwood.org.

www.firstdetector.org/hemlock-woolly-adelgid
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TARGET PEST
scouting report

First Detector target pests* are some of the most threatening plant pests
and pathogens known to exist in the U.S. today. If you see symptoms or
signs described here, use our reporting form to report.

* These pests were selected based upon USDA national priorities and may not be reflective of the most significant threats in your region.

Asian longhorned beetle (ALB)

1

2

hemlock woolly adelgid (HWA)

In areas with active ALB quarantines
(MA, NY and OH), insect activity is
still minimal. Sign up for ALB pheno
forecast for alerts.
Previous year exit holes (1 & 2) and
oviposition sites (2) will still be visible.
Monitor host trees for dime-sized (3/8"
or greater), perfectly round exit holes.

See insert.

Huanglongbing (HLB)

7

Visit FD ALB page for list of hosts.

emerald ash borer (EAB)

3

4

Adult emergence has started in
southern most range. Sign up for EAB
pheno forecast for alerts.
Monitor native ash trees (white
fringetree, olive) for D-shaped exit holes
(3) and adults (4). EAB adults are bright,
metallic green, about ½" long and 1/8"
wide with a flattened back.

8

5

Early feeding damage looks like
shotholes in leaves (6).

6

9

10

@

www.firstdetector.org/target-pests
www.firstdetector.org

Never move citrus or citrus plants.
Learn more at FD HLB.

Symptoms depending on oak species.
Red oaks, look for wilting or bronzing
of leaves; leaves with scorched
appearance from margin to midrib (9);
unseasonal leaf drop. Live oaks, look for
veinal chlorosis: leaves with yellow or
light green veins (10); early leaf drop.
Do not prune oaks in spring or summer.
Burn local firewood.

spotted lanternfly (SLF)

11

Sign up for EGM pheno forecast
for alerts.

Learn
more

Use hand lens to look for bright yellow
eggs in flush of new leaves. Nymphs
produce waxy, white tubules (7). Adults
usually on underside of leaves (8).

oak wilt (OW)

European gypsy moth (EGM)
EGM larvae are emerging in southern
most range. First instar larvae (5&6)
are dark in color with diagnostic blue
and red spots appearing by the second
instar. See FD EGM pg for photos.

Symptoms of HLB are difficult to
diagnose. Monitor citrus plants for its
vector, the Asian citrus psyllid (ACP).

In areas with known SLF infestations,
monitor for overwintering egg masses.
Scrape SLF eggs into bleach solution or
hand sanitizer.
Last year's egg masses look like dried
mud (11). Exposed eggs in verticle
columns, look like seeds (11 & 12).

12

SLF is easily moved to new locations by
human activity. Learn more at FD SLF.

Photo credits:
(1 & 2) USDA; (3) Herms, OSU, bugwood, (4) PA-DCNR, bugwood; (5) Zubrik,
FRI-Slovakia, bugwood, (6) Ghent, bugwood; (7) Lewis, UCR, (8) Hummel, LSU
AgCenter, bugwood; (9) Hudler, CU, (10) Billings, TX A&M FS, bugwood;
(11) Swackhamer, PSU, bugwood, (12) Law, USDA, bugwood.org.
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new resources
New First Detector posters

Four designs—Protecting our Forests (shown on pg. 1), Monitoring to Protect Crops,
Protecting our Food, & Monitoring for Forest Pests—are available to download and
print. Click an image below, or find them on the FD site under resources, outreach.

Help protect our plant resources
from invasive plant pests.
Learn, monitor, report, then
spread the word!

Monitoring to Protect Crops

Protecting our Food

Monitoring for Forest Pests

International Year of Plant Health
photo contest
Calling all plant-loving photographers! The Food
and Agriculture Organization (FAO) is hosting a
photo contest for the IYPH. Submit your photo of a
healthy or unhealthy plant by June 15, 2020!
Read more about IYPH photo contest and rules.

stay informed!
www.facebook.com/
NPDNFirstDetector/

growing degree
noun day (GDD)
contact us
Rachel McCarthy
program director
rachel.mccarthy@cornell.edu
www.firstdetector.org

a measure of accumulated
heat units used to predict
plant and insect development

@NPDN

FD YouTube
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